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Bedbug Treatment
Preparations
Please take the following measures BEFORE the treatment is performed.
Å

You will be required to leave your appt/house for 6 hours. Anyone pregnant or under 2 years old will be required to leave for 24
hours. Pets must also vacate. There are NO EXCEPTIONS.

Å

Remove all bed linens and pillow cases prior to treatment. Wash and dry on the hot cycle. Bag them and keep them in a neutral
area.

Å

Remove all loose articles from the floor areas. Move furniture away from the walls and clear out the floor areas inside the closets.
Vacuum or mop all floor surfaces before treatment.

Å

All clothing in dresser drawers and in closets must be bagged prior to treatment. Any clothes hanging up may be left. Clothing
must be laundered before being put back into drawers/closets etc.

Å

Please unplug any computers prior to treatment. Technician may need access to wall voids through plugs.

Å

Any suitcases that have been used for traveling should be emptied and placed in an area for technician to treat.

Å

All drawers in end tables, side tables, etc. in all areas of your home will need to be emptied before treatment.

Å

China cabinets, book shelves and display cases do NOT need to be emptied.

Å

Clear counter in kitchen. Store food and small appliances in cupboards.

Å

Wash or dry-clean window coverings.

Å

Please turn down heat to lowest possible level. The cooler, the better.

Å

Remove all switch, plug covers.

Please take the following measures AFTER the treatment is performed.
Å

Open windows and air out rooms.

Å

Wipe countertops and tables with soap and water.

Å

Install switch, plug covers.

Å

Make bed with clean sheets.

Your premises will be treated on :

